
 
 

ZED Capacity Committee (ZCC) Minutes 
2/13/18   Location: ZED Conference Room 

Time: 4-5pm 
 

Present:  Tammy Berg (Pine Island), Jennifer Walsh (Byron), Jamie Patrick 

(Stewartville), Rebecca Jennings (Hayfield), Darcy Reker (K/M), Chris Staloch 

(Blooming Prairie) 

_________________________________________________________________________ 

 

The meeting began with handing out information both in hard copies and sharing electronically 

which centered around previous building proposals. The purpose of  the ZED Capacity 

Committee (ZCC) was discussed and the roles each of the members have.  It included looking 

at data (such as survey results) on what stakeholders thought the process should look like and 

how information should be delivered. The team also discussed that each member is a 

representative of their districts and should forward the ZCC information accordingly to them.  

General minutes will be taken from each ZCC meeting and posted on the ZED website at 

www.zumbroed.org 

 

The team reviewed all the background information that was provided from the previous building 

proposal. This included the last facility study done by Kane/Johnson Architects, previous facility 

powerpoints/presentations to school boards, et.  We also reviewed the current state of ZED’s 

facilities both fiscally and foundation-wise.  It was also discussed that there was no board 

resolution that a potential new ZED space has to be in Byron. The team discussed revisiting all 

the ZED member district areas and boundaries. 

 

We discussed some of the reasons ZED is seeking additional space and started crafting how to 

make the ZCC committee efficient moving forward. It was discussed to focus on the “why” we 

need a facility and craft a formal plan for this.  There was discussion to contact education 

districts/cooperatives who have completed a new building and are a similar size to get their 

process for approval. The team discussed possibly getting tours setup of these new buildings so 

stakeholders can visualize what possibilities could be. 

 

The team discussed focusing on specific needs that ZED has and narrowing in on those. This 

included specific space needs and programming relative to ZED. For the next meeting the team 

http://www.zumbroed.org/


would like to look at: 

 

1) How education districts/cooperatives (similar size) engaged in the process of getting a new 

building approved---Patrick will be bringing in plans or possibly guest speaker 

 

2) Additionally exploring the funding mechanism for how this new building process would look  

 

3) Bringing in a very specific needs assessment for why ZED requires new space 

 

4) Bring in map of ZED member city areas/distances for potential locations 

 

The next meeting is planned for Tuesday (2/27) at 4pm at ZED. 

 

 


